O.P JEWELLERY x HERR JUDIT
FOR
WE ACT SWEDEN

Peace signet ring launched for acceptance!
Ring sales to contribute to charitable organisations that champion positive inclusivity.
A peace ring in sterling silver has been designed and
launched by a Stockholm based duo of craftsman and
stylist as a celebration of unity and inclusion. Herr Judit
and O.P Jewellery, are passionate flag bearers of inclusive movements that build bridges between people, no
matter their beliefs and orientation.

piece of jewellery that gives a slight nod to the 1970’s
for inspiration.The ring is not only a gurative illustration
of togetherness but for every ring sold 400sek will be
donated to the organisation We Act Sweden that is
working to promote the positivity of peace and human
rights.

“For some time O.P Jewellery and Herr Judit have
thought about a collaboration that would not only marry
our respective styles through jewellery, but something
that would act as a beacon for solidarity.” said Christian
Quaglia, owner, stylist and director of Herr Judit.“Ola
(a partner at O.P Jewellery) and I have been working
together for some time.We are both parents and share
the same concern for where the world is heading.
It is our belief that one needs to work to bring positive
change. Now more than ever it feels that the peace and
unity message needs to be shared.”
The form of this message is a beautiful contemporary

“The ring is a reminder of messages synonymous with
progress: make love not war; respect; equal rights.”
said Quaglia.“More than that however, the ring is a
celebration of all of the brave individuals that every day
ght for the rights of others.We believe that our
individual differences are a beautiful thing and we love
a multi ethnical and open society.”
The ring is available for 1495 SEK and 1695 SEK
depending on size, at Herr Judit, Brandstationen,
Hornsgatan 64, Stockholm, Sweden and online at
opjewellery.com

